A Graphing Calculator for
Mathematics and Science Classes
The HP 38G calculator allows teachers to direct students and keep them
focused while they explore mathematical and scientific concepts. It
features aplets, which are small applications that focus on a particular
area of the curriculum and can be easily distributed from the teacher's
calculator to the students'.
by Ted W. Beers, Diana K. Byrne, James A. Donnelly, Robert W. Jones, and Feng Yuan

The HP 38G calculator is a graphing calculator for students
and teachers in mathematics and science classes. It features
aplets, which are small applications that focus on a particu
lar area of the curriculum and can be easily distributed from
calculator to calculator. This allows the teacher to send an
electronic story problem to each student in the class.
The HP 38G is built on the same software platform as the
HP 48G family of graphing calculators, ' but has a simpler
user interface and feature set. Equations are entered using
algebraic format rather than the reverse Polish notation
(RPN) found in most HP calculators. The features of the
HP 38G include:
â€¢ Graphical user interface
> Function, polar, parametric, stairstep, cobweb, histogram,
scatter, and box and whisker plots
â€¢ Side-by-side split screen
â€¢Tables
â€¢ Unlimited, scrollable history stack
â€¢ Symbolic equations
> HP Solve numeric root finder
> Equation Writer display
> Statistics functions
> Matrix operations
> User programming.
The hardware platform of the HP 38G is very similar to that
of the HP 48G: they both have 32K bytes of RAM, 512K bytes
of ROM, the same CPU and the same display (131 by 64 pix
els). They both have a two-way infrared link for sending
information to a printer and for transferring information
between two calculators, and an RS-232 link for calculatorto-computer communications. An accessory that allows the
calculator screen to be displayed with an overhead projector
works with both the HP 48G and the HP 38G, but the HP
38G cable connector has been modified so that the overhead
display accessory works with every HP 38G; no special
handset is required.
The HP 48 case was redesigned to include a sliding plastic
cover to make the HP 38G more durable for use by younger
students. Also, two keys were removed to give visual em
phasis to the navigation keys and to make the keyboard look
less complicated.

Designed for and with Teachers
We set out to design a graphing calculator for precalculus
students and teachers. To help us do this, we formed an
Education Advisory Committee consisting of eight high
school, community college, and university teachers. We met
with the teachers every few months, and between meetings
we kept in touch by email.
The teachers told us that they want to allow students to ex
plore mathematical and scientific concepts, and at the same
time they need to direct the students and keep them focused.
In our first meeting with the teachers, we compared this to
the idea of a child's sandbox: the child is given toys for play
ing and exploration, but within a protected, specialized envi
ronment. Thus, one of our main goals with the calculator
software design was to encourage exploration by limiting
choices. This led us to the concept of aplets: an aplet is a
small application that focuses on a particular problem.
HP 38G Aplets and Views
We based the design of aplets on the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics "three views": graphic, symbolic,
and numeric. Each problem can be explored using these
different representations. For example, a mathematical
function can be expressed as a graph (Fig. la), in symbolic
form (Fig. Ib), or using a table of numbers (Fig. Ic).
Aplets can be created by teachers (either directly on the HP
38G or with the assistance of a computer) and then "beamed"
to the way, calculators using infrared transfer. This way,
a whole classroom full of students can have their calculators
programmed identically at the beginning of a lesson. Then,
the students can explore within the aplet on their own
calculators.
Each aplet packages the formulas, settings, and other infor
mation associated with a particular problem. If the user
wants to switch from one aplet to another, this can be done
without disturbing any individual aplet's settings, since they
are compartmentalized.
Several aplets are built into the HP 38G. When the calculator
is first turned on, these built-in aplets are empty. The user
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The student or teacher can customize the graphical, numeric,
and symbolic views for a specific problem by using the setup
screens. It is also possible to annotate the problem by typing
some text into the note view or by adding a sketch to the
sketch view.

(a)
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The teacher and student can easily generate custom aplets
that present new examples based on the built-in aplet types.
An aplet is created by working with an aplet type and adding
all of the customizing information that relates to a particular
problem (see article, page 59).
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Fig. 1. With the HP 38G calculator, a mathematical function
can be expressed (a) as a graph, (b) in symbolic form, or (c)
using a table of numbers.

. Main Components
The keyboard (Fig. 3) reflects the seven main components
of the HP 38G's functionality (from top to bottom on the
keyboard):
â€¢ Softkeys for accessing custom behavior defined by softkey
labels along the bottom of the display
â€¢ View keys for moving among the possible representations of
aplet data
â€¢ Library key for selecting the current topic of exploration
with aplets
â€¢ Arrow keys for screen and menu navigation
â€¢ Home calculator keys for numeric entry and basic calculator
operations
â€¢ Alpha keys for access to alphabetic characters
â€¢ Editing environments for creating, editing, and managing
objects such as programs, matrices, lists, and notes.
Four of the key groupings are related as follows: first, a
topic is chosen with the library key. Then, a way of looking

must add some information, such as equations, notes, or
sketches to make these aplets come alive.
Using Aplets on the HP 38G
Six different types of aplets are built into the HP 38G: func
tion, parametric, polar, sequence, statistics, and solve. Typi
cally, a teacher will start with one of these aplet types, then
customize it by adding particular functions that define a
certain problem, together with settings, pictures, and text
directions.
To start using a particular aplet that is already in the calcu
lator, the student chooses it from the HP 38G library by
pressing the LIB key. Continuing to explore the problem, the
student may want to view the problem in different ways, and
can do this by pressing the different view keys. PLOT, SYMB,
and NUM display the graphic view, symbolic view, and
numeric view, respectively. Additional views, such as splitscreen views (Fig. 2), can be found by pressing the VIEWS key.
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Fig. 2. The plot-table view is a typical split-screen view.

Fig. 3. HP 38G calculator.
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at the problem is chosen with the view selection keys.
Finally, the peculiarities of the problem view are manipu
lated with the softkeys and the arrow keys.

users show their work. Also, the user can import or export
aplets from the library to another HP 38G or to a computer.

Arrow Keys
Softkeys
The softkeys are the top row of unlabeled keys, which are
associated with the dynamic menu labels displayed along the
bottom of the screen. They give access to context-specific
custom behavior. Unlike the HP 48G, there is no "next-row"
key since all HP 38G softkey sets are limited to six items for
the sake of simplicity.

View Keys
The view keys provide one-key access to the three National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics representations of aplet
data: graphical, numerical (tabular), and symbolic, plus
annotation and sketch views for documenting a topic. Keys
for setting up view parameters and managing split-screen
views are also included.
â€¢ The plot view gives a conventional mathematical graphical
representation. In most cases it looks like some flavor of
plot output in the HP 48G.
â€¢ The numeric view is generally a table of sampled values. It
is a derived form of the mathematical object (except for
statistics, where it is the defining view).
â€¢ The symbolic view is generally an expression representing
the mathematical object of interest. The variables are defined
by the aplet. This view is the defining form of the mathe
matical object (except for statistics, where it is derived).
â€¢ The note view is a mini word processor that allows the user
to create, edit, and view a text document associated with
the aplet.
â€¢ The sketch view is a set of standard-sized GROBs (graphic
objects in HP 48G terminology) that explain the "story" of the
aplet. The user can create, edit, view, and animate pictures.
Editing capabilities include lines, boxes, circles, text labels,
and Etch-a-Sketch-style drawing.
Moving from view to view is the same as task switching,
which means the user can always go on to the next task, but
there is no concept of going back to somewhere, since tasks
are not being nested.
The LIB key invokes the library, which is the aplet selection
and management environment, in which different aplets
(including those that are not built-in) can be started,
exchanged with others, and created by saving the state.
The VAR key provides access to variables and the MATH key
provides access to scientific functions and other operations
and commands. These variables and operations are available
whenever the user is using an edit line.
Invoking the VAR or MATH menu starts a subtask, which must
be completed or cancelled, at which point the calculator is
back where it was when the subtask was started.

The Library Environment
This environment gives high-level access to aplets. The user
can select an aplet and manage the current collection of
aplets. From within the library, the user can take a snapshot
of a built-in aplet, giving it a name and a directory of its own.
This is how aplets are generated for dissemination and how

The arrow keys are used for all direction-oriented operations
such as tracing a function plot, moving among fields in an
input form, and selecting commands from a pop-up menu.
The shift key can be used as a modifier for the arrow keys
that signals motion "all the way" in the direction indicated.

Home Calculator Keys
The home calculator environment gives a familiar tool with
a nice graphical interface. The user invokes it by pressing
the HOME key. Inputs are displayed on the left side of a Une,
with the results displayed on the right side of the next Une.
The calculator keys are used to type numbers and to access
basic scientific calculator functions. The ENTER key is used
to terminate data entry, to select operations from menus,
and in general, to make things happen. Some mathematical
operations are available on the keyboard and other opera
tions and commands are available through the MATH pop-up
menu.
The ANSWER shifted key gives access to the variable called
Ans, which always contains the last result.

Alpha Keys
The alpha shift key, A...Z, provides access to the alphabetic
characters, which are labeled on the keyboard overlay.
Pressing the CHARS shifted key invokes the character
browser, which provides access to characters that are not
on the keyboard.
Unlike the HP 48G, there is no alpha lock key to confuse the
user. The user can either press and release the alpha shift
key before pressing each alpha character key, or hold the
alpha shift key down while pressing as many alpha character
keys as desired. However, an alpha lock toggle softkey is
provided in some editing environments.

Editing Environments
The HP 38G has specialized environments for managing pro
grams, matrices, lists, and notes. When the user invokes one
of the the environments, a scrolling choose list of all the
existing objects of that type appears, together with a softkey
menu. From this environment, objects can be transferred
between the HP 38G and a computer or another HP 38G.
â€¢ The program environment provides tools for creating,
editing, storing, sending, receiving, and running programs.
Variables can be accessed through the VAR pop-up menu.
Mathematical operations can be accessed from the key
board or through the MATH pop-up menu, and programming
commands can be accessed through the commands section
of the MATH pop-up menu.
â€¢ The matrix environment provides a two-dimensional matrix
editor for creating, editing, viewing, sending, and receiving
matrices.
â€¢ The list environment provides a list editor for creating,
editing, viewing, sending, and receiving lists.
â€¢ The notepad environment provides an environment for
creating, editing, viewing, saving, sending, and receiving
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Fig. 4. A typical input form.

Fig. 6. The function aplet's plot setup view input form.

text documents. The tools for editing notes in the notepad
environment are identical to the editor for the note view.
The documents created in the notepad environment are not
bundled with an aplet as they are in the note view. The note
pad environment can be used for tasks such as creating,
storing, and viewing lists or notes.

are employed to generate a custom input form each time the
view is entered.
When an aplet is to be saved, a simple input form is displayed
to get the new aplet's name (see Fig. 8).
The statistics symbolic view is a highly customized input
form that scrolls to show more information than fits on one
screen (see Fig. 9). Choose box elements, like the up and
down arrows indicating more information is available off
screen, help suggest the operation of this hybrid view.

User Interface
One of our goals for the HP 38G project was to leverage
software from the HP 48G/GX calculator platform. For the
HP 48G/GX we developed two primary general-purpose user
interface tools: input forms and choose boxes.1
Input forms and choose boxes are interactive environments
that are used to gather user input for a task. Input forms (see
Fig. 4) are flexible, screen-sized dialog boxes similar to
those in other graphical user interfaces. The appearance and
use of input form fields resemble spreadsheet programs.
Choose boxes (see Fig. 5) are either pop-up or screen-sized
boxes optimized for selecting or working with one or more
items from an arbitrarily long list. Input forms and choose
boxes, along with some other user interface constructs, con
tribute to the improved ease of use that distinguishes the HP
48G/GX from its predecessor, the HP 48S/SX.

Choose boxes are used in a variety of views and utility envi
ronments wherever a list of related items needs to be man
aged. Here are a few examples of choose boxes in the HP
38G:
The aplet library (see Fig. 10) is actually an elaborate choose
box.
Almost all symbolic views, such as the function aplet's
symbolic view (see Fig. 11), are choose boxes.
Choose boxes pop up within input forms like the MODES
input form (see Fig. 12).
The VAR and MATH menus (see Fig. 13) are two-column
choose boxes that show categories of items plus the items
in the selected category.
As these examples illustrate, the look and feel of HP 48G/GX
input forms and choose boxes remain largely unchanged in

In the HP 38G, we found that input forms and choose boxes
were a good match for the needs of the utility environments
and most of the nine views available for working with aplets.

SOLVE NUMERIC ','IEM!
V: 7
M: 10

Graphical User Interface Applications
Input forms are used in most aplet views for entering a mix
of settings and values. They're also used for gathering input
to complete a task. For example:
The function aplet's plot setup view is an input form in
which modes and parameters are specified (see Fig. 6).
The solve aplet's numeric view is an input form whose ap
pearance varies according to the equation to be solved (see
Fig. 7). The flexible layout and labeling of input form fields

K :
E"

1 3

ENTER VALUE OR PRESS SOLVE
EDIT NFD
DEFN SOLVE

Fig. 7. The solve aplet's numeric view, a dynamically generated
input form.
!SAVE APLET!
NEW NAME:
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ENTER NAME FOR NEN APLET
A...Z KrtNCL OK
Fig. 5. A typical choose box.

Fig. 8. The aplet library's save-aplet input form.
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STATISTICS SYMBOLIC VIEW

H2:C2
â€¢ H3:C3*2
H4:

FUNCTION SYMBOLIC VIEW!

â€¢ FKX>=5*X-4*X*X+3
â € ¢ F2 <X>=SIN<X>
.5

ENTER SAMPLE
SHDH EVflL

Fig. 9. The statistics aplet's symbolic view, a custom scrolling
input form.

the HP 38G. However, substantial reengineering of the under
pinnings of these tools was required to match other aspects
of the HP 38G's use model, as discussed in the next section.
Topic Outer Loop
Many of the custom interfaces developed for the HP 48S/SX
used an RPL-language tool we developed called the parame
terized outer loop.2 Parameterized outer loop applications
depend on the parameterized outer loop for routine key and
error handling and display management. The graphical user
interface (GUI) elements introduced in the HP 48G/GX are
also parameterized outer loop applications that automate
routine matters of input entry, selection of options, and
presentation of output.
In both the HP 48S/SX and the HP 48G/GX, the user interface
was based on the notion of having a central environment
(the user stack) from which other applications are launched
and to which applications return when completed. All appli
cations on these platforms, including parameterized outer
loop applications like the GUI tools, are based on this
"function call" model: they start, run for a while, then end,
returning the flow of control to where they started. We call
such applications modal.
New Model, New Tool
When we were investigating the use model for the HP 38G, it
became apparent that the function call approach to applica
tion management would not suffice. The HP 38G is a tool for
exploration, so we wanted to provide an environment that
promotes wandering from one subject area to another, or in
HP 38G terms, from one view or aplet to another.
To attain this goal we quickly determined that the modal
nature of the parameterized outer loop and the applications
based on it was too constraining, yet we weren't prepared to
discard the wealth of useful tools and concepts we had built
up from the parameterized outer loop foundation. Further
more, we knew there were still plenty of times when the
modal call-and-return interface would still apply, such as

SHOW E'.'rtL
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Fig. 11. The function aplet's symbolic view.

when pausing to get further input from the user before pro
ceeding with a task. To accommodate all these needs, we
developed the new topic outer loop.
Topic Outer Loop Overview
Where parameterized outer loop applications are designed
to preserve the environment from which they're launched
and later restore that environment, topic outer loop topics
are optimized for rapidly setting up and switching from one
topic to the next. Except with regard to the home environ
ment from which the topic outer loop is originally launched
and to which it ultimately returns â€” after running many top
ics, perhaps â€” the topic outer loop doesn't preserve or restore
a previous user interface since there is none to go back to.
The most obvious examples of topic outer loop topics in the
HP 38G are aplets, but many other environments with simi
lar behavior are also topic outer loop topics â€” for example,
the aplet library and the user program catalog (see Fig. 14).
Like the parameterized outer loop on which it's based, the
topic outer loop is launched from the calculator's system
outer loop and temporarily redefines the current user inter
face until some exit condition is met. By design, the topic
outer loop operates very similarly to the parameterized
outer loop, but differs from the parameterized outer loop in
two fundamental ways:
To better support the standard two-tiered structure of HP
38G topics, the topic outer loop manages two nested user

HDME MODES:
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Grads

CHOOSE ANGLE MENSURE
KANCL DK
Fig. 12. A pop-up choose box in the MODES input form.
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Fig. 10. The aplet library, an elaborate choose box.
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Fig. 13. The VAR menu, a two-column choose box.
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interface levels. The parameterized outer loop manages just
one.
' The topic outer loop fully supports organized and efficient
switching from one topic to another. The parameterized
outer loop is designed to shut down completely before
launching another application.

â€¢PROGRAMCHTALDG;
COL ' S LflW

VECTORS
DGMflTH
Edit line

The operation of the topic outer loop for starting a topic can
be summarized as follows:
If a topic outer loop is already running {
Evaluate the old view exit handler
Evaluate the old topic exit handler
Set the topic entry and exit handlers
Evaluate the topic entry handler
Set the view entry and exit handlers
Evaluate the view entry handler
Set the remainder of the view user interface

Else {
Save the home user interface
If error in {
Set the topic entry and exit handlers
Evaluate the topic entry handler
Set the view entry and exit handlers
Evaluate the view entry handler
Set the remainder of the view user interface

EDIT NEN

Ã- END RECT RUN

Fig. 14. The user program catalog, a topic outer loop utility
environment.

The code setting up the topic specifies the user interface and
other environment elements unique to the topic, such as the
topic entry handler and the view display object, when it runs
the topic outer loop. This is how the behavior of the topic
outer loop is customized. The topic outer loop is responsible
for the key-display loop, low-level error handling, and juggling
the topic and view entry and exit handlers and the saved
home user interface.
When an event occurs that calls for running the topic outer
loop, the topic outer loop may or may not already be run
ning. As the first section of the topic outer loop overview
illustrates, if a topic outer loop is already running, switching
to a new topic is quick yet still gives the exiting topic an
opportunity to shut down in an orderly fashion. Since it's
common with the HP 38G to move from topic to topic with
out first returning home, this efficiency translates to faster
performance.
Switching among views within the same topic is also com
mon, and involves a similarly efficient set of operations:

If error in {
While not done with the topic outer loop {
Evaluate the view display object
Read a key and get its custom definition
If error in
Evaluate the key definition
Then
Evaluate the error handler object

Evaluate the view exit handler
Evaluate the topic exit handler

Then {
Evaluate the view exit handler
Evaluate the topic exit handler
Error

Then {
Restore the saved home user interface
Error

Restore the saved home user interface

Evaluate the old view exit handler
Set the view entry and exit handlers
Evaluate the view entry handler
Set the remainder of the view user interface

Reengineering the GUI Tools
Although very similar in specifications and use to the stan
dard modal input form and choose box environments, ver
sions of these environments based on the topic outer loop,
which we call modeless environments, differ in the following
ways:
1 OK and cancel keys are nonfunctional.
The default softkey set does not include OK and cancel
keys.
Task-switching keys are processed normally to allow task
switching.
The results returned by the input form or choose box engine
always consist of the confirmed exit values. No flag indicat
ing canceled or normal exit is returned.
To support modeless views and utility environments based
on HP 48G/GX GUI tools, we adapted the input form and
choose box engines to use the topic outer loop. However,
modal input forms and choose boxes are also employed by
the HP 38G. Rather than simply switch the engines from
using the parameterized outer loop to using the topic outer
loop, we modularized the components of the engines to
enable the use of either. We then repackaged the modal
versions of the engines to ensure backwards compatibility
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for existing code using them. To make modeless input form
and choose box programming as straightforward as possible
for programmers familiar with the modal versions, and yet
still meet the requirements of the topic outer loop, we devel
oped tools to translate traditional modal input form and
choose box arguments and results to and from the specifica
tions required for topic outer loop applications. This greatly
simplified the reengineering of existing user interface code
to make use of new modeless input forms and choose boxes.
The process was largely mechanical, requiring only that the
developer follow a few well-documented steps.

Aplets and Views
One of the key ideas of aplets is that they provide different
ways of looking at a problem. For example, when exploring
a story problem about speed and distance, the student can
look at a symbolic expression, a table of numbers, a graph
of the distance function, or even a diagram showing a tortoise
and a hare. These different ways of looking at an aplet are
called views. The topic outer loop manages the transitions
between the views of an aplet. The views are implemented
using the graphical user interface tools plus aplet data. The
data associated with an aplet is encapsulated in a directory
structure inherited from the HP 48G/GX.1
Aplet Structure
Associated with each aplet is a standard set of information.
The topic outer loop uses this aplet information for aplet
directory checking, topic switching, resetting, and so on. It's
also used by the VAR menu and the VIEWS choose box. The
standard information is:
â€¢ Topic ID
â€¢ Initial view
â€¢ Topic name
â€¢ Special views data
â€¢ Aplet-specific variables
â€¢ Topic entry procedure pointer
â€¢ Topic exit procedure pointer
â€¢ Topic reset procedure pointer
â€¢ Aplet directory checker procedure pointer.
An HP 38G aplet is a collection of aplet data and aplet views.
Aplet data includes the aplet name, which is used in the
library, real variables like Xmin and Xmax, which are set via
the plot setup view, symbolic expressions, note text, and
sketches. An aplet usually defines at least eight views: plot,
symbolic, numeric, note, sketch, plot setup, symbolic setup,
and numeric setup. The generic aplet contains items such as:
â€¢ Aplet name
â€¢ Aplet topic
â€¢ Attached library
â€¢ Plot view procedure pointer
â€¢ Symbolic view procedure pointer
â€¢ Numeric view procedure pointer
â€¢ Plot setup view procedure pointer
â€¢ Symbolic setup view procedure pointer
â€¢ Numeric setup view procedure pointer
â€¢ Note view procedure pointer
â€¢ Sketch view procedure pointer
â€¢ Xmin variable
â€¢ Ymin variable
â€¢ Other shared variables

Aplet-specific variables
List of symbolic expressions
Array of independent values for numeric view
List of strings for custom views
Note text
List of graphics objects for the sketch view.
For aplets built into the HP 38G, pointers like the plot view
procedure pointer refer to code built into the 512K-byte ROM.
New aplet types can include a RAM-based support library
containing new view procedures. All aplets must contain a
basic set of variables, but specific aplet types may implement
additional optional variables.
Mew Structure
Each aplet view is managed by the topic outer loop, typi
cally with the help of graphical user interface (GUT) tools
like input forms. To customize its behavior, a view (or its
GUI helper) specifies objects that are used while the view is
visible. These include the view entry and exit handlers, the
display handler, and the key handler, among others:
â€¢ Initialization procedure pointer
â€¢ Exit procedure pointer
â€¢ Display procedure pointer
â€¢ Key handler procedure pointer
â€¢ Non-view-specific-key-allowed flag
â€¢ Softkey menu description
â€¢ Error handler.
Symbolic View
Normally, the symbolic view is the defining view for an
aplet. When the user starts an aplet, its symbolic view will
be shown so the user can enter symbolic expressions or
equations to be used in the aplet.
The symbolic view is the generalization of the HP 48G/GX EQ
list. The EQ variable on the HP 48G is a list of unnamed sym
bolic expressions, which are plotted and traced together.
The HP 38G breaks this into individual named symbolic ex
pressions that have independent check marks. Expressions
for a parametric function are further broken into real and
imaginary parts. The expression for a sequence is broken
into two initial terms and a recursive relation. This simplifies
editing and selection of symbolic expressions. Giving ex
pressions names in the symbolic view allows them to be
reused in other expressions, home calculations, and pro
gramming.
Expressions entered in the symbolic view are checked for
syntax errors and to a limited extent for semantic errors.
Expressions defining a sequence are further classified and
transformed into an internal form for cache-based iterative
evaluation, saving both time and run-time RAM space. An
EVAL menu key is provided in the symbolic view for constant
expression evaluation, expression simplification, and function
unfolding. Fig. 15 shows how the Fibonacci sequence can be
defined and checked using ten keystrokes. (The EVAL menu
key is shown when a command line is not active. It appears
where OK appears in Fig. 15.)
The generic symbolic view is based on the choose box en
gine, which takes over display handling to maintain check
marks on the left of the screen and takes over key mapping
for dynamic menu changes and editing of expressions.
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Fig. 15. Using the symbolic view of the sequence aplet, the
Fibonacci sequence can be defined and checked using ten
keystrokes.

Because of the different requirements for different aplets,
the generic symbolic view is implemented as a derived in
stance of the symbolic view with several data fields and
virtual routines to be overridden. The information for a sym
bolic view includes:
â€¢ Combine factor
â€¢ Total expression
â€¢ Group size
â€¢ Single-pick flag
â€¢ Softkey menu description
â€¢ Edit menu description
â€¢ Move focus procedure pointer
â€¢ Special initialization procedure pointer
â€¢ Edit terminator procedure pointer
â€¢ Expression checker
â€¢ Poststore procedure pointer.
For example, the sequence aplet combine factor is 3 (three
terms define one sequence). The total expression is 30 (up
to 10 sequences allowed). The group size is 3 (every three
terms will share one check mark). The edit terminator pro
cedure transforms definitions into internal form. The move
focus procedure updates menu softkeys with the current
sequence name. The expression checker rejects list or ma
trix expressions and initial terms that depend on the se
quence independent variable n.
The symbolic view for the statistics aplet posed a new
problem because we decided to show two expressions on
one line, one for data and one for frequency, which is not
supported by the choose box engine. The statistics symbolic
view is implemented by customizing the input form to mimic
a scrollable choose box with a check mark and two columns
of data.
Setup Views
After expressions are set up, setup views are the natural
places to go for setting the parameters for further explora
tions. The plot setup view is the main setup view, similar to
the plot dialog box on the HP 48G, but enhanced with wider
fields and a double-page design. The plot setup view, the
symbolic setup view, and the numeric setup view are all
based on the input form engine.
Plot View
The plot view is the most complicated of all aplet views.
Students will spend most of their tune here exploring the
behavior of curves graphically and interactively.

HE.

J 11

Fig. 16. Box and whisker plot.

The HP 38G takes the DRAW command in the HP 48G/GX plot
window and improves it by implementing a "smart redraw."
When switching back from other views, the picture, cursor
position, and display mode are restored to the same state
instantly, except when the defining parameters are changed.
Plotting can be stopped and resumed later. When the user
tries to move the cursor beyond the screen boundary, the
graph shifts and redraws the scrolled-in portion. Zoom
options are put into a choose box with more descriptive
names. Instead of taking the current point as the first point,
the box zoom prompts the user to select the first point.
Tracing is improved and extended to statistics plots. Fig. 16
shows tracing on box and whisker plots.
For the function aplet, more areas of exploration are sup
ported through the FCN menu key, which displays a choose
box with choices of root, intersection, slope, area, and extremum. Fig. 17 shows the display for an area computation.
The plot view has overridable routines for curve drawing,
curve tracing, FCN key handling, DEFN key handing, and other
functions. For example, the function, parametric, and polar
aplets share the same plot loop with different preprocessing,
but the sequence aplet uses another plot loop for handling
the discrete independent variable n.
For tracing, the sequence aplet implements four-way scrol
ling: the screen will scroll when the cursor is moved off
screen in all directions. The scatter plot overrides the FCN
menu key to calculate and display a data-fitting curve. The
information for a plot view includes:
Draw procedure
Independent variable ID
Softkey menu description
Display procedure pointer
Key handler procedure pointer
Pointer display procedure
Draw axes flag
Draw grid flag

HlfiEH:

Fig. 17. Area computation accessible via the FCN softkey.
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Fig. 20. Plot-table view.

Fig. 18. Automatic numeric view.

â€¢ Axis labels
â€¢ Display coordinate procedure
â€¢ Tracing procedures
â€¢ Coordinate display procedures
â€¢ Equation display procedure.

Plot-Table View

The split plot-table view allows a student to combine the
plot and numeric views (Fig. 20).

Numeric View

The numeric view lets a student explore the functions defined
in the symbolic view in numeric form. The leftmost column
displays values of the independent variable (except for sta
tistics) and adjacent columns represent function results.
There are two basic forms of the numeric view: automatic
(Fig. 18) and build-your-own (Fig. 19). The automatic view
displays a series of independent values with a starting value
and a step specified by either the numeric setup view or the
variables NumStartand NumStep.
The BIG menu key lets the student display the numbers using
a larger font. The ZOOM key provides a series of options for
changing the start and step values for the independent vari
able display.
When the cursor is moved to the upper or lower boundaries
of the display the table scrolls to show adjacent values. The
table can also be reset by entering a new value for the inde
pendent variable in the leftmost column.
The build-your-own numeric view is useful for creating a
table of interesting values. The values for the independent
variable column in the build-your-own numeric view are
accessible via the Numlndep variable.
The information for a numeric view includes:
â€¢ Initialization procedure pointer
â€¢ Numeric zoom choices
â€¢ Softkey menu description
â€¢ Display procedure pointer
â€¢ Key handler procedure pointer
â€¢ Split plot-table configuration information.

This view is implemented primarily as a plot view, with the
right side of the display being a small numeric view that
updates to reflect the position of the plot cursor. As the
student moves the cursor from one function to another, the
right side of the table changes to reflect the function being
traced. The DEFN menu key displays the current function at
the bottom of the display. This lets the student display the
symbolic, plot, and numeric views of a function all at once.
Note View

Besides main aplet views like plot view, symbolic view, and
so on, auxiliary views like the note view and sketch view are
provided to add textual and pictorial descriptions to an aplet.
The note view (Fig. 21) can be used to edit and display a
text string attached to an aplet. The note can provide infor
mation about the aplet's subject, a suggested sequence of
exploration, or the supported keys. The note view is basically
a word-wrapping text editor with a 6-line-by-22-character
display.
Although the original HP 48G/GX edit line supports multipleline editing, individual lines are handled independently.
When more than 22 characters are inserted into a line, that
line gets scrolled to the left without affecting the rest of the
lines. The HP 38G note view is implemented independently
from the edit line code. Direct display routines are coded to
show a character or a string at a specified location without
generating intermediate GROBs. System-level keyboard han
dling code is modified to implement a general blinking cur
sor display scheme. Besides the text string to be edited, the
note editor maintains a linewidth array for word-wrapping
bookkeeping.
(continued on page 55)
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Max visited Nancy?
who lives 159 Km
away. He drove 49 Km
to a train station?
then took the train,
fiver age train rate is-4
SPACE

Fig. 19. Build-your-owii numeric view.
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Fig. 21. Sample note view screen.
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Distributed Software Team
The HP 38G calculator was the first product to be developed by HewlettPackard's Asia Pacific Personal Computer Division after the charter for
handheld products was transferred there from Corvallis, Oregon. The
software team was split between Oregon and Singapore, so we learned
to make good use of communication technology, including Internet tools.
We had to figure out how to overcome a separation of over 9,000 miles
and eight time zones. At the end of normal working hours in Oregon, the
Singapore workday has just begun. Our specific communication needs
included same-time, different-place meetings and documents that could
be accessed anywhere, anytime.
Same-Time, Different-Place Meetings

Two of our Oregon team members were already experienced telecom
muters, working at home a few days each week. They pioneered the idea
of "virtual team meetings." Our first virtual meeting experiments were
practiced with everyone in the office, sitting in our individual work areas
with our headsets and a shared window running on all of our
computers, so that we could all view and edit the same document at the
same time.
We were up to work out the initial kinks in the process by standing up
and shouting to each other if necessary. The next step was to link our
two telecommuters from their Oregon homes. When we added our two
Singapore engineers, we were already familiar with the procedures and
etiquette for same-time, different-place meetings.
The team used HP 9000 workstations as well as computers at home that
were connection to the workstations in the office using a LAN connection
over 56-kbit/s frame relay lines. The applications used for sharing docu
ments and meetings ran on our workstations and included Collage and
HP SharedX. These applications allow a group of people to view and edit
the same document simultaneously. However, our more typical way of
sharing documents during meetings was by individually accessing our
team's Worldwide Web pages.
Anywhere, Anytime Documents

Project documents are used to keep people informed of discussions and
decisions and to provide product descriptions for the extended team
members. Our challenge was to create and maintain project documents
that would be accessible from many different locations. Our documenta
tion hypertext made extensive use of Internet technologies: hypertext
documents, graphical browsers, and electronic mail.
Hypertext documents contain links to other documents. They can be
easily created with any text editor using a special kind of formatting
called Hypertext Markup Language (abbreviated HTML). Our team
members were all able to get started with simple hypertext document
creation after only a few minutes of study.
It became apparent to us that HTML was the best choice for developing
and maintaining our project documentation, because:
1 As a our source file format, HTML is compatible with our source
code with system. This allowed us to maintain HTML documents with
the same familiar tools that we used to maintain source code.
â€¢ A variety of HTML browsers such as Mosaic and Netscape are commonly
available for multiple hardware platforms, which ensured that each team
member could access our documentation.

â€¢ The exten nature of HTML documents provided a natural and exten
sible means to link together our rapidly growing documentation set.
We started with an HP 38G project home page. It had links to conven
tional software project documentation, such as our external reference
specification (ERS) documents, which were also authored in HTML. But
the power of linked documents to disseminate information also led us in
new directions that supported the HP 38G project development process.
In past projects, we often regretted our inability to look back at topics
discussed through less formal means like email, but with our HP 38G
home page and tools to support HTML document generation, we finally
had the enabling technologies to overcome this limitation. We began to
archive our group email discussions and link them into our HP 38G proj
ect home page, indexed by date, author, and subject. On frequent occa
sions refer as a group during a teleconference) we would refer
back to these email archives to revisit a line of reasoning about design
choices.
The success of the discussion archival technique led to the side benefit
of a uniform, centrally maintained mailing list for software team members.
Over time we expanded this concept to include multiple discussion
groups, each with associated email archives and each specialized for a
different audience.
Soon that were using the HP 38G home page to collect information that
was previously scattered throughout paper documents or engineers'
minds. For the first time, documents detailing the setup of our software
debugger systems, EPROM burners, and more were readily available
around the clock.
Other departments involved with the HP 38G began to seek out the re
sources we made available through the HP 38G home page, and it was
quite frustra for us to be able to direct them to our pages. The frustra
tion of trying to coordinate delivery of information by hand was becoming
a distant memory. Some departments, with our encouragement and sup
port, began making information available through linked documents.
These for gladly added to our project page, making it more valuable for
all parties. For example, when our colleagues in Singapore had industrial
design the to share, these were made available to all through the
HP 38G home page, and the QA department's software test plans were
added so that engineers could review and comment on them to ensure
complete test coverage.
Conclusion

Our use of linked HTML documents has increased steadily since the HP
38G project. We now have more email discussion groups, our own Web
server to simplify access for remote connections, a team home page with
links of all of our project home pages, a dynamic team calendar of
events, a "what's new" service for quickly learning what's changed, and
a searching service for finding specific topics amongst our wealth of
interconnected documents. We expect exciting new developments to
further increase our productivity as we expand our knowledge and use of
the Web.
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Sketch Mew
Some people believe that a picture is worth a thousand
words, so the HP 38G generalizes the HP 48G/GX's bitmap
editing features to form an aplet sketch view. With the
sketch view, the user can edit and display a set of bitmaps
attached to an aplet. Holding down the page-down or
page-up key shows a prestored animation sequence
(Fig. 22).
Compared with the HP 48G/GX, the HP 38G limits the bit
map editing features and improves the user interface and
implementation. The HP 38G implements a rubber band
algorithm when the user drags the second point to define a
une, rectangle, or circle. The circle drawing code uses a fast
integer-based iterative algorithm. The user can drag a text
string in the small or medium font to any location. The HP
38G can store a selected portion of a screen into a GROB
variable and recall it. When bitmaps are stored back into an
aplet directory, they are first trimmed to the minimum
enclosing rectangle to save RAM space.

Additional Views
Each aplet type defines additional views available in the
VIEWS menu. For example, the function aplet offers some
hybrid views and some preconfigured plot views. Fig. 23
shows the function VIEWS menu.
In addition, a user can define a new set of special views that
provide high-level tools for an aplet. Such a custom interface
makes the aplet easier to explore and hides details of the
calculator's operation.

Fig. 23. Function VIEWS menu.

The Home Environment
The freeform home environment fills the traditional calcula
tor role of supporting quick calculations. The user enters
expressions in algebraic form and the value of the expression
(usually a number) is returned.
Unlike aplets, the home environment provides access to all
calculator resources, including lists, matrices, graphics
objects, and programs.

The History Stack
The text of the input and the result are stored on a history
stack (Fig. 24a). The user can review the items on the history
stack and reuse those items as parts of the current input
(Fig. 24b). Expressions and equations on the history stack
can be shown in two-dimensional mathematical format
(Fig. 24c).
Â¡HOME;
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Fig. 22. An animation sequence in sketch view.

(cl

Fig. the (a) History stack, (b) Previous result copied into the com
mand line, (c) EquationWriter display of the same expression.
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Fins- 19. 95
1/2+1/3

HOME

467.55

Rns-25.75

441.80

5/6

Fig. 25. Fraction number format.

Fig. 27. Checkbook calculations in the home environment.

The HP 38G includes special features to help beginners. To
help students learn about fractions, the HP 38G has fraction
number format, which uses continued fractions to convert
results to rational form (Fig. 25). To help students unfamiliar
with standard algebraic syntax, the HP 38G attempts to
interpret ill-formed expressions as implied multiplication
(Fig. 26).

column, categories of items in the left column, and broader
choices on menu keys.

The Variable Ans
Each time the user inputs an expression, the value of the
expression is stored in a variable named Ans. This current
value of Ans is placed on the history stack, and the name Ans
can be used in the next calculation. Even when the user
enters a command that performs some action but doesn't
return a value, the current value of Ans is placed on the
history stack.
If the user starts an input with an infix function such as +, -,
*, or /, the calculator inserts the name Ans first. This saves
keystrokes for tasks such as balancing a checkbook (Fig. 27).
If the is presses ENTER without input, the previous input is
repeated (Fig. 28). This saves keystrokes for iterative opera
tions.
The VAR and MATH Menus

To organize its extensive resources, the HP 38G presents the
most-used variables and functions on the keyboard. Addi
tional resources are available in the VAR and MATH menus.
These two-column menus offer specific items in the right
JHDMEJ

In the VAR menu (Fig. 29) the user can choose to examine
variables either from the current aplet or from the shared
home variables. The user also can choose either the name or
the value of a variable.
In the HP 38G most variables are strongly typed, that is, for
many variables the value must be a specific type. For exam
ple, the variable X must contain a real number, Z1 must con
tain a complex number, and M2 must contain a matrix. Sev
eral classes of variables contain exactly ten variables, such
as the ten complex variables Z1, Z2, ..., Z9, ZO (Fig. 30).
Variables are used not only for mathematical objects, but
also for modes. For example, storing the constant Degrees
(whose numerical value is 1) into the variable Angle selects
degrees angle mode.
The classes of home variables include complex numbers (Z1
to ZO), graphics objects (G1 to GO), aplets (user-selected
names), lists (L1 to LO), matrices (Ml to MO), modes (fixed
descriptive names), notepad (user-selected names), pro
grams (user-selected names), and real numbers (A to Z, 8).
The MATH menu (Fig. 31) offers additional functions, com
mands, and constants not available on the keyboard. The
categories of functions are: calculus functions, complexnumber functions, constants, hyperbolic functions, list
functions, loop functions, matrix functions, functions of
polynomials, probability functions, real-number functions,
statistics functions, functions for symbolic manipulation,
tests, and trigonometric functions.

Lists and Matrices
For these composite variable types there are catalogs that
report the variables' sizes, along with special editors to enter
and modify the elements. The catalogs and editors are tasks,

4RB+C4
(a)

JHDMEJ

Â¡HDMEi

fins* 1.5

1.5
2.25
3.375

4*fl*B+C
2 9

(b)

Fig. 26. (a) Implied multiply input, (b) Result.

Fig. 28. If the user presses ENTER without input, the previous
input is repeated. This saves keystrokes for iterative operations.
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Zl
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Library Z3
L i s t T Z4
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HOM â€¢ APLE T NfiM â€¢ VALL E Ã- ANÃL OK
Fig. 29. VAR menu of the home environment.

Fig. 32. The list editor is one-dimensional.

so the user can easily move among aplets, home, catalogs,
and editors. The list editor (Fig. 32) is one-dimensional. The
matrix editor is two-dimensional (Fig. 33).
Lists and matrices can also be used as functions of an index
value. For example, L1 is a list, while L1(2) is an expression
whose value is the second element of LI.
Notes and Programs
For these text variable types there are catalogs that show
the user-selected names and editors that allow freeform text
input. The notepad holds simple text flies such as phone
lists (Fig. 34).
There is a program with the fixed name Editline, which holds
the most recent input from the home environment. The user
can choose to edit the most recent home input from within
the program editor, or to execute the program Editline from
the home environment by simply pressing ENTER.
Programs aren't parsed until the first time they're run.
Because of this, and because the program editor is a task,

Fig. 33. The matrix editor is two-dimensional.

the user can write a program a little at a time, leaving the
program in an invalid state between editing sessions. Fig. 35
shows part of a program.
Commands that perform some action and return no result
can appear only within programs (which includes Editline).
The categories of commands are: commands to control
aplets, branch commands, commands for scaled drawings,
commands to manipulate graphics objects, loop commands,
matrix commands, printing commands, prompt commands
for input and output, and statistics commands.

PHONE NDTE

Graphic
Library
List

Ã±lphie
Betty
Grandma
Delia

Z6

123-4567
390-1234
567-3901
234-5673

HDM â€¢ APLE T NAM -IVHLL EKHNÃL OK
Fig. 30. Most variable values must be a specific type and several
classes of variables contain exactly ten variables. For example. Zl
to ZO are complex variables.

Â¿PACE

A,.,Z BKSP

Fig. 34. The notepad holds simple text files such as phone lists.
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CEILING
Stat-Two DEG+RÃ±D
Symbolic FLOOR
Tests T FHROOT

MTH- CMDS CONS
Fig. 31. MATH menu.

IF RÂ¿0 THEN 1*R END:
CHECK l:
UNCHECK 2:
UNCHECK 3:>
STDt SPACE PAGE W A,,,Z WÃSP

KANÃL OK

Fig. 35. Part of a program.
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Programs that Support Aplets

APLET LIBRARY

The most important purpose of programs in the HP 38G is to
support the user-defined entries within the VIEWS menu
(Fig. 36). Using the SETVIEWS command, the user specifies a
number of special views that represent the tools for manipu
lating the aplet. These tools can be presented at a high level,
using terms relevant to the particular aplet and hiding the
actual methods of the calculator from the aplet user.
The specification for each special view includes a prompt,
which appears in the VIEWS menu. It also includes a program,
which is run when the special view is selected, and a view
specification, which determines the standard view (plot,
symbolic, etc.) to be started when the program is done.
If an aplet has special views with start or reset prompts,
pressing the menu keys START or RESET within the LIB catalog
(Fig. 37) automatically selects the corresponding special
view.
While the prompt category of commands enables program
matic interaction with the user, the main goal of HP 38G
programs is to modify the configuration variables of the cur
rent aplet. After the program runs, the standard view speci
fied in the VIEWS menu starts, operating with the configura
tion left by the program. This approach has the advantage
that the interface to the standard view is familiar to the user.

Pol '-iS i des

Function
Parametric
Polar
Sequence
SAVE IRESEll SDRT SEND REC1,1 IÃTARTI
Fig. 37. LIB catalog.

All the components needed for special views are automati
cally managed by the HP 38G. The menu of special views is
stored as a part of the aplet, and the programs used by the
special views are automatically transferred with the aplet.
This makes aplets simple to use: a single request gets the
aplet and associated programs, and the VIEWS menu offers
the high-level tools that allow the user to focus more on the
content of the aplet and less on the calculator.
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